ABSTRACT

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY IN STUDY PROCESS ON SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT
(Study at SMA Negeri 12 Bandar Lampung)

This research is to know the factors, shape and effects that makes juvenile delinquency in study process on SMAN 12 Bandar Lampung school environment. This research is using Kartono and Abin Syamsudin theory that the factors of juvenile delinquency that happens in SMAN 12 Bandar Lampung is because of teenagers psychological indication that doing on the teenagers age, which is identity, self control, family process, same age friends effect, social economy class, and school environment. This research is using a descriptive method and qualitative approach, the research location is in SMAN 12 Bandar Lampung and the informant is students and teachers.

There is 5 informant in this research that taking with snowball sampling, data was taken thru and interview and then the data is analyzed. The result from this research is pointed than any kind of juvenile delinquency activity in the study process of SMAN 1 Bandar Lampung which is, truant in study hour, didn’t using a complete uniform during the ceremony, cheating a homework, didn’t obey too the teachers, smoking, didn’t presentable in wearing a school uniform, late to school and something that unnatural is try to drink a liquors. The factors that juvenile delinquency can be happen is because of the encouragement from the environment, modern technology effect, study system, unpleasant teachers to the students and less of love from the parents that make their psychological is get disturb. Then the effects that happens in juvenile delinquency on SMAN 12 Bandar Lampung is make the study process becoming hampered, school officer have to spend extra time if there is a student who did not obey to the teachers and even can make the student get drop out from the school because of there is no more good solution to forward. The real effect is student creativity in study at school is get hampered, school reputation can be threatened because of so many juvenile delinquency that happens in school.
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